A novel approach to local similarity of protein binding sites substantially improves computational drug design results.
We present a novel notion of binding site local similarity based on the analysis of complete protein environments of ligand fragments. Comparison of a query protein binding site (target) against the 3D structure of another protein (analog) in complex with a ligand enables ligand fragments from the analog complex to be transferred to positions in the target site, so that the complete protein environments of the fragment and its image are similar. The revealed environments are similarity regions and the fragments transferred to the target site are considered as binding patterns. The set of such binding patterns derived from a database of analog complexes forms a cloud-like structure (fragment cloud), which is a powerful tool for computational drug design. It has been shown on independent test sets that the combined use of a traditional energy-based score together with the cloud-based score responsible for the quality of embedding of a ligand into the fragment cloud improves the self-docking and screening results dramatically. The usage of a fragment cloud as a source of positioned molecular fragments fitting the binding protein environment has been validated by reproduction of experimental ligand optimization results.